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Update Now Available
An update to the ShakeoutPro app has recently launched for both Apple & Android devices. Using BIM
technology, ShakeoutPro is specifically designed to help Builders and erectors save time receiving,
unloading, and staging steel at the jobsite. By scanning the barcode on any part, bundle or crate, the app
will identify the appropriate parts and highlight them within the 3D model on the screen of your tablet
or phone.

New Feature: Multi-Phase Interactions
The most exciting aspect of this update, and based on our Builder’s valuable feedback, is the ability to
have multiple phases loaded and active at one time. When a user attempts to load a job number where
only one phase exists, that job will immediately start to load as it always has. However, when the project
has multiple phases, the user will be prompted with a list of available phases to toggle on and off. The
user will be able to interact with parts across all active phases. Parts associated with any phases not
chosen as active will remain gray and semi-transparent.

When multiple phases are active, shipping data will be organized by phase within the shipment tray.
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Updates
In addition to the new multi-phase feature, the new version of ShakeoutPro also includes a few further
updates: First, iOS 14 is now fully supported, and no longer crashes the app on older devices. Secondly,
software and codebase have been updated to the latest versions.

Fixes
In order to provide our Builders with the most effective products, our team has worked to fix the bugs
that you might have noticed if you currently use the app. One of those fixes includes the ability to now
“tap through” inactive objects, to select active objects behind them. If inactive parts are in front of
active parts, users previously could not select the parts beneath because they were blocked by an
inactive object. Additionally, trailing spaces created by the auto-populate feature on some devices are
now automatically omitted when searches are done.
If you currently have ShakeoutPro on your device, simply update your app. If you don’t yet have
ShakeoutPro, it can be found in App Store or Google Play. The app is free and can be used on projects
where ShakeoutPro was included during the estimating process.

Learn More About ShakeoutPro
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